
Online.
On Task.

On Target.

Are digital 
distractions 
disrupting 
online
instruction 
in your 
school



Digital distractions were 
recently ranked as the #1 
obstacle to implementing 
effective online instruction!

“

-- Based upon results of an extensive survey of Teachers, Principals, and 
Administrators conducted by the EdWeek Research Center, March 2022

-- Deledao Pilot Study, 2022

Deledao ActiveScanTM patented InstantAITM  
technology reduced student online distractions 
by over 40% in the first 4 weeks of use.

% of Students Attempting to Access Gaming Content



  ActiveInstructTM    offers 
teachers complete visibility into 
individual student engagement levels 
and encourages students to take 
responsibility for their own learning.

The Deledao ActiveInsightsTM 

Solutions
Win the digital distraction battle with Deledao 
ActiveInsightsTM, the only online instructional solution 
with patented InstantAITM technology.

  ActivePulseTM     provides 
teachers and administrators with 
immediate insights into their students’ 
state of mind, help them understand 
student well-being and keep a pulse 
on their emotional wellness.

  ActiveScanTM    employs patented InstantAITM  technology to evaluate content in 
real time to instantly block or blur any digital distractions keeping your students 
on task and engaged in learning.



ActiveScanTM

Gaming. 
And Google.
And YouTube.
              Oh My !

“

Remember!
Only Deledao ActiveScanTM patented 
InstantAITM technology can instantly 
block or blur digital distractions and 
inappropriate content to keep your 
students on task!

Only Deledao has patented
ActiveScanTM technology that 
blocks digital distractions
in real time.

ONLY Deledao InstantAI™ analyzes 
webpages in real time, sees online content the 
same way a human being can and instantly 
shuts down distracting content!

Instantly understands contextual nuance, 
ambiguity and inventive spelling keeping 
students on task and engaged in learning.

Keeps students on target to meet learning 
goals while guiding them to develop digital 
skills and take more responsibility for their 
online behaviors.

Your students are extremely adept at
‘working around’ outdated keyword and URL 
blocked lists!

In a digital learning 
environment consisting 
of a variety of potential 
digital distractions such 
as gaming, social media 
and videos,

“…skills in the digital 
environment are quite 
difficult to achieve.”

-- Multidisciplinary Digital 
Publishing Institute, 2021

RESEARCH Shows



Only Deledao ActiveScanTM

ensures that your students 
don’t get lost down gaming 
or social media ‘rabbit holes!’

Deledao GameChanger™ uses browser
technology to instantly analyze text, 
images, keyboard and mouse movements 
that indicate game play and takes your 
students back to your assigned lesson 
content.

Deledao MediaMonitor™ instantly evaluates 
Google sites, YouTube and other social media 
your students often visit. It automatically analyzes, 
screens and blocks distracting content the very 
second a student visits a new page.

Deledao patented InstantAI™ technology can 
help you change the rules of the game and 
focus on what you do best: teaching.

Remember!
Only Deledao ActiveInsights™ 
patented InstantAI™ technology 
can reduce student online 
distractions by over 40% in only 
4 weeks!

Most students can’t
regulate their time on
school devices.
“…even when provided
evidential proof of the
negative impact media
multitasking has on
academic performance,
students demonstrate
an inability to separate
from digital devices.”

-- Dontre, ‘The Influence of 
Technology on Academic 
Distraction,’ 2021

DELEDAO Knows



2,500 new videos will be uploaded to YouTube 
in the time it takes you to read this page!

Deledao InstantAITM analyzes each page the 
instant a student attempts to access it and 
shuts down inappropriate content in real time!

DELEDAO Knows

RESEARCH Shows

ActiveInstructTM

On Watch.
Ready for a revolutionary
innovation in online instruction?

“

Deledao ActiveInstructTM proactively monitors your 
students’ internet activities—so you don’t have to!

With Deledao ActiveInstructTM you can stop being a 
digital hall monitor and focus more time on teaching.

Actively promotes individualized instruction pathways with instant student 
engagement updates, performance reports, and easy-to-use teacher tools. 

Perceptively ensures that students stay on-task and work on your assigned 
lesson content with patented InstantAITM technology. 

Automatically removes online distraction temptations, naturally helping students 
develop self-regulation skills to become responsible digital citizens—and use 
their online powers for good instead of evil! 



ActivePulseTM

Get immediate alerts 
into your students' 
mental well-being   

Urgent Activity Alerts: Unlike other companies 
with antiquated URL watchlists, ActivePulseTM 

immediately recognizes context and other nuances 
of a online activity to send an immediate alert. 
 
Case-by-Case Management: ActivePulseTM  

equips school administrators with a case  
management tool to handle each student’s unique 
situation with the customized care and attention 
they deserve. 

 Parent/Guardian Engagement: ActivePulseTM  

shares the responsibility of student mental health 
with parents/guardians by giving schools the option 
to send them alerts during and after school hours.

When every minute counts, Deledao ActivePulseTM 

gives you instant updates about a student who 
may be in potential danger. 

Online.

On Watch.

On Alert.

--The New York Times, October 2022    

Did you know?
In 2021, 44% of high schoolers 
felt sad or hopeless. And suicide 
is now the 2nd leading cause of 
death among children 10-to 
14-years old.    



Deledao ActiveInstructTM   delivers built-in teacher 
and student engagement and classroom 
management tools like no other.

Deledao ActivePulseTM   actively monitors student 
online activity, instantly flags concerning posts, and 
alerts school Administrators and parents.

Deledao ActiveScanTM   is guaranteed to reduce 
student digital distractions allowing you to ditch 
your keyword and URL blocked lists!

www.deledao.com  |  info@deledao.com

The Deledao 
Difference
The ONLY patented online 
instructional solution with 
InstantAITM technology to 
improve student engagement 
and performance.


